HOW TO GAIN PRODUCTIVITY BY ATO WASTE MANAGEMENT
e.g. the ATO claim they were cheated out of $460,311.30 with our accountant Tim Allen's abandoned
2002-3 HEHS superfund return hidden from the 'TAX SUMMIT’S REFORM':- Therefore we proved our
credibility by using the win-win approach to give both customers and voters what they want. Freedom to
this holistic productivity model cake:To vote for increased superfund profits.
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Reply to: GPO Box 9977, Perth WA 6848
Our ref: 1011207845488 or Phone ATO investigator S. Court
witness & whistleblower Tony Coburn on 07 3213 5181 to
expose fraud and solution to brown paper bag cash payments.

Spence, Atkinson, Doonan
apologise for ATO / CBA scam
Bright accepts apology for mother
& ATO superfund victims
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TEP 1/ Ex-Qld Premier Peter Beattie's Community Cabinet solution “Volunteers do it
best.” To explain, how the QLS, AMA and Pharmacy Guild do it better!

TEP 2/ They worked as a team to think smart to gain this Crown supported health reform
program with our customer satisfaction survey model to lose weight, build muscle,
rehabilitate, relieve pain, look and feel great, gain longevity and win gold for AIS.
TEP 3/ Therefore we request our Prime Minister Julia Gillard's backup to our Premier

Anna Bligh's Community Cabinet solution:-

EARN
WHY POLITICAL SELF HELP
JUSTICE

TO CHECK WEAPON AND EXTORTION

1. A/ Why FIRST DEFEND THE LAW and vote for this proven QLS, Law Reform Judge
Pat Shanahan's RICO style reform? As the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson
confirmed in brief, we must act on Judge Shanahan's opinion. B/ Why we paid (i)
$10,000 to our accountant Tim Allen to dob in the criminals via the ATO laundered
money trail and make accountants accountable by law, (ii) arranged by our smart
Barrister Paul McQuade's opinion, (iii) to gain S. Court Judge Ken MacKenzie's
mediation order for all superfund's protection! This was overridden by Chief Justice
Paul deJerseys panel of 3, as proof; study the court transcripts in reference Criminal
Code Sect. 399 and his act to gag debate.
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2. A/ Thanks to the ex-Qld Pharmacy Guild President, Terry White's support one Pharmacy
Guild chemist as part of our 500 accounts across Australia explained our win-win
procedure in more detail. In brief, I prefer to hire first, and then sell the product at a later
date, so the customer is sure of their personal results, gains a better deal, and we
make a better profit. The best product at that time was an exercise bike.
B/ therefore the QAMA acted on the Pharmacy Guild success and the Federal Govt's push
for health reform. To invite us, then trading as Healthequip to act as major sponsors and
give freely of our products as prises and incentives with the offer to promote healthcare by
advertising in the QAMA exclusive specialist members listing to gain Doctors direct
referrals to support the Pharmacy Guild in providing productivity and efficiency in
healthcare (at no cost to the Govt.).
C/ I therefore request you consider Dr. Frank Walsh clinical psychologist's part in this
healthcare equation in acting by law for the Crown to lay criminal charges as directed by
the Police administration. Dr. Walsh said in brief (i) I cannot give legal advice. I can only
state that I believe John Bright to be of sound mind, also confirmed by Police Insp. Janelle
Harm, refer Redland Bay Hospital report. After waiting 5hrs until 2am, with no apparent
physical damage apart from a small facial scratch to the nose, the Doctor suggested I rely
on my local Doctor to file the Police crime report and therefore my local Doctor would be
responsible for the Cleveland ‘Police Crime Report’ in reference this in-home invasion
and nun-chucker attack on me. The Redland Bay Doctor complained of over work and
that the Cleveland Police Station was sending too many victims that were wasting the
hospital's resources. The hospital Doctors recommendation was quote “To gain a
psychiatric report due to the in-home invasion and nun-chucker attack.” Therefore
Dr. Frank Walsh also said (ii) “You have the power within you to solve this case. (iii) As
the son of a WO1 in the RAAF it's okay for you to tell the truth.”
D/ As a result of Dr. Frank Walsh, my father's favourite saying was (i) learn from other
peoples mistakes, (ii) to mean in brief, as his dying wish; to care for your mother after I am
gone. (iii) I made a promise to pay my mother $125,000 as part of our superfund profit with
others, but this money was stolen by a CBA led crime cartel using the 'Site Solutions'
scam. As a result, it is fair to say I suffer with depression but I will not fail because as Judge
Shanahan directed “Look at the obvious.”
3. A/ In setting up our then health equipment hire business in March 1967 we read an ATO
report that 80% of small business only lasted 8yrs. I was therefore advised by a smart
accountant, in brief, the importance of a strong foundation. The good news is that in
following our healthcare plan according to our ongoing surveys, refer previous HEHS
Manager Gary Armstrong who can confirm, not one Healthequip account has
complained, they have lost money in following our holistic program. The only
failure came when accounts failed to train their staff. (TBC) Now at 70yrs of age I am
retired and in reality have been for the past 12yrs as due to my ex-wife's breast cancer and
grave fear of death, we suffered a bad divorce, where neither my son Aran or daughter
Belinda, guided by their mother had any interest in this healthcare business. As a result
Healthequip has all but been destroyed by the new owner's inexperience.
B/ So consider the accounts that accepted our waste management training system,
e.g. it's spring time in Canberra and for the past 40yrs Stewart Barlen has worked as a
major Canberra hire company and have been the major supplier of tents and outdoor
equipment to Floriade, said to be the biggest flower show in the southern hemisphere,
well done! My point, in helping to start up their healthcare section with our product range, I
was told in brief, your piece of cake style marketing system has revolutionised the
hire world. In brief, it reduces waste stock because it is sold prior to its used by date,
similar to Govt. cars being sold due to the Crown accountant's direction to sell Govt. cars
early and gain better productivity. My point is by only hiring you lose 67% of your profit, but
with new sales only you gain 25% and lose 75% of your profit. This is called the
multifunctional or holistic model. E.g. The ATO desperately needs to follow this model.
(i) When I pleaded for help I was told another ATO staff member used the excuse “There
is a religious nut outside who wants to pay his income tax.” (Our obvious problem,
how could we pay our tax if our profit was stolen? There is a solution as the smart
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Magistrate Court Registrars have explained under Supreme Court Judge Ken
MacKenzie's mediation order.) This led to Tony Coburn's team investigation where
Coburn met with me and offered help. Tony explained our good fortune, that as part of his
ATO responsibilities he was in the gallery where the various Supreme Court Judges were
chosen based on their expertise and experience to judge the individual cases. (ii) When I
stood up and explained my then in-house Barrister (who worked out of our office at 478
Logan Rd Stones Corner) was a criminal, the gallery made up of mainly QC's, Barristers
and legal counsel laughed as they thought this was a joke. Coburn did not think it was a
joke, so he offered to help resolve this ATO scam. It would seem his boss on checking was
obviously aware that we were victims of a CBA led cartel and Coburn therefore reported
that his boss directed him, quote “To stay out of it.” Referred to by Judge Shanahan as
“Legal abandonment.”
C/ I can go into a great more detail but consider Det. Trevor Kidd that tried to frame me was
transferred to Mt Isa, as far away from the crime scene as possible. The ATO have
systematically moved my case from Queensland, NSW, Victoria and now as far away as
possible to Perth WA. The Brisbane ATO retail office standard procedure to me for the
past 10yrs was, to leave their office or they will call the Police or have security
remove me. I put it to you by their negative actions; they had no knowledge or expertise to
solve a crime of this magnitude. The obvious need for an ATO business management
section in line with upgrading the CBA payment of $25,000 for admitting liability to this
ATO stuff-up. As proof:4. Let's focus on the QLS and Police admin direction to run this case in a simple SAA format.
A/ Do you agree, that the ATO waste $billions in unresolved tax returns?
B/ Do you agree, fraud is Australia's biggest crime?
C/ Do you agree that staff training is the solution? As I have tried to explain the importance
to run a simple SAA style test. For example; take any 3 ATO Staff at random and have
them explain in detail how to win in the Supreme Court and expose (i) the Nigerian
inheritance scam, (ii) how the sub-prime mortgage loan scam works, (iii) how the 'Site
Solutions' scam works. The obvious solution; in preparing to go to court they will require
a Crown consultant with the 'technical device' as requested by the smart HP, Bne and
Nambour Magistrate Court Registrars. This is why in brief, the Commonwealth Bank
Senior Credit Manager Chris Watts acknowledged “This is a bank circus I do not wish
to be part of.” This proves the ATO management have failed the test, best understood as
DELEGATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES. Therefore, in line with the QLS reform to first
defend the law to warn their clients that they will not accept bribes and kickbacks to perjure
themselves in court when they believe their client has committed a criminal act then
accountants by exposing the fraudulent money trail must contact the Police force as
directed by Police administration to lay fraud charges. In line with the Police admin
instruction to assist CIB Det. Mark Hughes how to set out this case. I have worked in the
public service, and I support the former Premier Peter Beattie’s solution. The best system
is to rely on volunteers; in our case, by law qualified as the primary witness and victim, who
as a prison reform consultant has done all the hard work and allocated this $million budget
as directed by the then Police Minister Judy Spence and give this recommendation to be
used by the Treasury Dept. to gain a win-win situation to ensure our quality of life.
This will only happen
IF FURTHER CHARGES ARE LAID,
TO EXPOSE THE KICKBACKS AND BRIBES
VIA THE SITE SOLUTIONS SCAM.
THEN WE CAN PAY THE ATO THEIR JUST REWARD.

To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906
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